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the house of friendship, community, charity and wishes
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the basics
astrology dates back to babylon nearly 3,000 years ago. it is the study of the movements of planets and their relation to events that happen on earth. positions of
planets and stars like the sun and moon can influence a person’s birth chart, which
could potentially effect their personality and temperament. most people know about
sun signs (which is whatever sign the sun was in when you were born), but there
are so many more planets and placements that influence a birth chart.

a quick run-down of each sign, their dates, ruling planet, and qualities etc.:
aries
march 20 - april 21
ruling planet: mars
element: fire
qualities: go-getter, leader, energetic, expressive
taurus
april 20 - may 20
ruling planet: venus
element: earth
qualities: loyal, genuine, stubborn, materialistic
gemini
may 22 - june 21
ruling planet: mercury
element: air
qualities: talkative, intellectual, quick-witted, life of the party
cancer
june 21 - july 22
ruling planet: moon
element: water
qualities: nurturing, domestic, emotional, protective
leo
july 23 - august 22
ruling planet: sun
element: fire
qualities: magnetic, ambitious, creative, dramatic

virgo
july 23 - september 22
ruling planet: mercury
element: earth
qualities: helpful, methodical, down-to-earth, humble
libra
semptember 23 - october 22
ruling planet: venus
element: air
qualities: loving, balanced, social, indecisive
scorpio
october 23 - november 21
ruling planet: mars & pluto
element: water
qualities: curious, intuitive, determined, honest
sagittarius
november 22 - december 21
ruling planet: jupiter
element: fire
qualities: optimistic, hilarious, flexible, tenacious
capricorn
december 21 - january 20
ruling planet: saturn
element: earth
qualities: goal-oriented, realistic, dedicated, independent
aquarius
january 21- febraury 18
ruling planet: saturn & uranus
element: air
qualities: humanitarian, visionary, eccentric, friendly
pisces
february 19 - march 20
ruling planet: jupiter & neptune
element: water
qualities: selfless, intuitive, spiritual, empathetic

what is a birth chart?

a birth chart is a circular diagram that shows all of the planets positions at the time
you were born, including the sign and house that the planet is in. people use them to
understand both themsleves and how the world around them affects them.

houses
birth charts are divided into 12 parts, called houses, that represent particular areas
of life. when planets are in different houses, it means that they are being expressed in a
certain area of life.

what each of the houses represent:
1st house: self image, impressions, physical appearance
2nd house: self worth and money
3rd house: communication and environment
4th house: family, roots, security, home
5th house: self-expression, love, creativity
6th house: health and work

there are some placements that are extra important, like the sun, rising (ascendant),
and moon placements. these three together are usually called the big three, and they
make up essential parts of a person’s personality.
sun sign: represents your creative life force, will to live, and concious mind
rising sign: represents your physical body and social personality
moon sign: represents your emotions, expressiveness, and inuition
some other planetary placements that are important to know:
mercury sign: represents communicattion and the nature of your thoughts
mars sign: represents your ambition, passion, and aggression
venus sign: represents the way you love and who you love
jupiter sign: represents your creativity, power and blessings

7th house: marriage and partnership
8th house: transformation, change, sexuality
9th house: beliefs, ideals, philosophy
10th house: responsibility, reputation, success
11th house: friendship, community, charity, wishes
12th house: secrets, growth, dreams

my personal opinion on why
astrology is useful and meaningful
many will argue that astrology “isn’t real” or “isn’t scientific”, but, in my opinion
it doesnt have to be “real” to be useful or introspective. astrology is all about
finding personal meaning, and can be helpful for self discovery. the stars and
planets have been mapped for thousands of years, and why not use them
and their representations to your advantage?
astrology is just another type of spiritual system that helps humans through their
everyday lives. and personally, astrology has made me understand myself more
throughout the years. for the most part though, its just something fun and
interesting to learn about.

the eleventh house is the house of friendship and communitiy, qualities that i’d
say are important to every one of us, including my friend group. humans
need community and connection to stay happy, and even sane. so, i wanted to
make “eleventh house” about my friends and their incredible personalities,
but also spread knowledge to others as well. astrology has become something
me and almost every one of my friends have been interested in,
and it’s fun to start banter about what makes up the personalities of each other.
the creation of “eleventh house” has been meaningful to me in a variety of ways,
and getting to capture my friends at this time in their lives, and to celebrate
them has warmed my heart greatly. with love, sophie

hami (any pronouns)
17
senior
virgo sun, gemini rising, cancer moon
committed to tufts!
likes: naps in the sun, carpet sweaters, motorcycle rides
dislikes: dropping things, dead grass, long-sleeve v-neck sweaters
fears: rejection, strangers’ kids, limbs falling asleep

she is incredibly dedicated to her art, and has an
amazing ability to express her thoughts and feelings
through her work. hami is also a very helpful, nurturing,
and feeling person, and i know that she will go far in
both her work and quality of life.

jackson (he/him)
17
junior
libra sun, aquarius rising, sagittarius moon
likes: spider-man, star wars, cars, drawing
dislikes: mayo, pointless arguments, waiting
fears: bumblebees
jackson is an optimistic person who enjoys getting
up in the morning and being productive; he is organized
and has a calm temperment. he is sociable and
friendly.

arbor (they/them)
18
senior
sagittarius sun, leo rising, and scorpio moon
likes: dinosaurs, nice people, nature
dislikes: hot weather, velcro, banannas
fears: velcro

arbor is a very understanding individual and is always
willing to listen when you need it. they are hilarious
and always down to do fun things. they are very
connected to nature and all things beautiful. arbor will
live an amazing life full of opportunity and love!

audrey is a sarcastically funny and caring person. she feeds
random cats and likes making “that’s what they said” jokes.
she has an immense appreciation for nature and animals. in
their work, they create whimsical and spiritual pieces
guarunteed to connect with your soul!

audrey (she/they)
18
senior
taurus sun, gemini rising, taurus moon
likes: cats, gardening, books (occasionally), plants
dislikes: manipulative people, cheese, seasonal
allergies
fears: being alone, some bugs

sophie (she/her)
18
senior
capricorn sun, libra rising, taurus moon
likes: clouds, ariana grande, makeup, making
zines about astrology
dislikes: grilled cheese, people making excessive
noise, not being in control
fears: everything + situations that don’t exist

sarah is an amazing individual who is almost always in a good
mood, and who will for sure put you in a good mood as well.
she is talkative but will pay close attention to everything you
say, and she is also amazingly talented. she is always
excited and enthusiastic about other people’s accomplishments.
<3

sarah (she/her)
17
junior (graduating early)
taurus sun, libra rising, libra moon
likes: marvel, star wars, sebastian stan
dislikes: halsey’s music, sports, flashing lights
fears: rollercoasters, endgame not being the highest
grossing movie of all time

aiden (he/him)
17
senior
cancer sun, libra rising, and aquarius moon
committed to unc!
likes: clear skies, making music, writing poetry, frogs
dislikes: british people, spraytans, singing regular songs in
musical theatre style
fears: wasps and men under 5’5

aiden is a very optimistic person, and he likes to make
others around him feel good and always wants the
best for them. he loves fashion and exploring
different styles, and appreciates anything wholesome
or that has to do with animals.

james (he/him)
17
senior
leo sun, gemini rising, and gemini moon
likes: people that he likes, music, popcorn
dislikes: life, people that he doesn’t like, loud environments
fears: being mainstream, island in the sun
james is a very creative individual; one of his biggest
inspirations for music is weezer. he is also really good at
finding four-leaf clovers (he found a six-leaf clover in two
seconds once!) which might be where most of his luck
comes from.

ila (she/her)
17
senior
cancer sun, aquarius rising, taurus moon
committed to mica!
likes: flowers, funky earrings, clothes
dislikes: toes, fruit in
ila is a ray of sunshine and is a very
baked goods, sweating
empathetic and understanding person. she is good
fears: being covered in ants,
at making conversation and her dad-puns are
people who say they’re built
legendary. ila is going to go far in her
different
career i am sure!
p.s.: let me visit u in baltimore!!

love, sophie

